Notas aclaratorias:
- Monograma = hablado
- Bajos - la cabeza en aspa (x) con los fonemas "tz" se emiten con la lengua tras los dientes, sin aire
- Se puede incluir uno o dos beatboxes. En ese caso, los bajos harán un silencio en las notas con cabeza en aspa.

introducción

When the night has come, when the night has come and the land is dark, when the night has... oh, oh, and the land is dark. And the moon is the only light, weah, is the only light, and the moon is the only light, night has come and the land is... yeah is the only light, and the moon is the only light, night has come and the land is dark. And the moon is the only light, and the moon is the only light, night has come and the land is dark. And the moon is the only light, and the moon is the only light,

estrofa 1

and the moon is the only light we will see. When the night has come, when that night has come and the land is dark, is the only light we will see. Uh, uh, uh, and the moon is the only light... When the night has come

muy marcado

Bom, tz, bom, bom bom bom bom, tz, bom, bom bom bom bom bom bom bom bom
when the night has come, when the night has come and the land is dark. And the moon is the only light,

__uh__

and the land is dark. and the moon is the only light,

__uh__

and the moon is the only light...

__uh, uh__

ly light will see.

we will see.

__uh__

be afraid. no, I won’t be afraid.

as long

No, I won’t be afraid, no, I won’t be afraid, no, I won’t be afraid, no, I won’t be afraid,

Uhh, uh, uh, uh, uh,

as you stay stand by me. My darling, darling stand by me,

yes, as long as you stay, yes, as long as you stay, yes. My darling, darling stand by me,

__uh__

yes, as long as stand by me.

Stand by me,

bom, tz, bom, tz bombom bom, tz, bom, tz bom bom bom, tz, bom, bom bom bom, bom bom bom, bom bom bom
stand by me, love, stand by me.

come on and stand by me, oh, stand, oh, stand by me.

stand by me, stand by me, stand by me.

bom, tz, bom, bom bom bom, bom, tz bom bom bom.

If the sky that we look upon, if the sky that we look upon should tremble and fall.
And the mountain, should tremble and fall, and the mountain should crumble.

I won't cry, I won't cry.
No, I won't cry, to the sea, should crumble to the sea.
Uh,
cry, no, I won't cry, shed a tear, just as long as you stand,

no, I won't cry, no, I won't cry, yes, as long as you stand,

uh, uh, uh, uh, bom, tz, bom, tz bom bom bom, tz, bom, tz bom bom bom, tz, bom, tz bom bom bom

**Estribillo**

stand by me, My darling, darling stand by me,

yes, as long as you stand, yes. My darling, darling stand by me,

come on and stand by me,

yes, as long as stand by me.

Stand by me,

bom, tz, bom, tz bom bom bom, tz, bom, tz bom bom bom. Bom bom bom, tz, bom, tz bom bom bom, tz, bom, tz bom bom bom

stand by me, love, stand by me.

stand by me, oh stand, oh stand, stand by me.

stand by me, stand by me, stand by me.

bom, tz, bom, tz bom bom, tz, bom, tz bom bom bom, tz, bom, tz bom bom bom, tz, bom, tz bom bom bom

**puente**

Uh, uh, uh, uh, bom, tz, bom, tz bom bom bom, tz, bom, tz bom bom bom, tz, bom, tz bom bom bom
Estribillo (x2)

dar-ling, dar-ling stand by me__,

Dar-ling, Dar-ling stand by me__,

Come on and stand by me__,

Stand by me__,

Stand by me__,

Stand by me__,

Yes, as long as stand by me__.

Yes, as long as stand by me__.

Yes, as long as stand by me__.

Yes, as long as stand by me__.